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Dynamic structures in nature: remodeling
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http://treewright.blogspot.nl/2010/04/reaction-wood.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atalSlZSuf8

http://treewright.blogspot.nl/2010/04/reaction-wood.html
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Dynamic structures in synthetics: vitrimers
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Vitrimers	

As stable as thermosets	


As malleable as thermoplasts

http://www.univ-psl.fr/default/EN/all/psl_en/the_vitrimer.htm

http://www.univ-psl.fr/default/EN/all/psl_en/the_vitrimer.htm


Dynamic structures in synthetics: self-healing
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Cordier et al., Nature 451, 977–980 (2008).

https://youtu.be/F0ItKCH24ck?t=27s

https://youtu.be/F0ItKCH24ck?t=27s


Outline
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• Crosslink dynamics ⟺ mechanical properties	

!

• Recent experimental advances	

!

• Our research questions	

!

• Our modeling approach	

!

• 3TU perspective



Strong and weak crosslinks
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Figure 1 | Schematics of physical hydrogels composed of polyampholytes. a, An illustration of polyampholyte networks with ionic bonds of different
strength. The strong bonds serve as permanent crosslinking points, and the weak bonds act as reversible sacrifical bonds that rupture under deformation.
b, The chemical structures of monomers used in this work. Cationic monomers: MPTC, DMAEA-Q; anionic monomers: NaSS, AMPS.

Some gels showed partial self-healing after cutting and solvent-
induced shape-memory effect. Young’s modulus and damping
ability can be tuned over a wide range by choosing the proper
ion combination. In addition, the hydrogels are non-toxic and
anti-fouling to cell adhesion. Many studies on the properties of
polyampholytes, both the solution and the chemically crosslinked
hydrogels, have been reported19–23. This is the first report on the
possibility of using polyampholytes as structural biomaterials. This
polyampholyte approach has advantages for practical applications
of hydrogels: it is general and directly applicable to a variety of
ionic monomer combinations with specific functions; it increases
the choices of tough hydrogels with desirable combinations of
mechanical properties; the one-step polymerization process is easy
to scale up for mass production.

Formulation for tough physical hydrogels
To obtain a weak bond that can sustain a load during the initial
deformation but that ruptures preferentially before the rupture
of covalent bonds of the polymer chains, the ionic association
energy Eion should be higher than the thermal energy kBT (room
temperature) but much lower than the covalent bond dissociation
energy Ec�c ⇠ 347 kJmol�1 (140 kBT ; ref. 24). As the bond energy
of one ionic pair in water is ⇠kBT at room temperature25, multiple
ion bonds of several to tens of ion pairs are required at room
temperature (Fig. 1a). On the other hand, the strong bonds should
consist of tens to a hundred of ion pairs. We demonstrate that
such structures can be obtained simply by synthesizing the hydrogel
from a very concentrated aqueous solution of oppositely charged
monomers at a charge ratio near 1:1.

As one typical example of such a synthesis, we used a
pair of ionic monomers, sodium p-styrenesulphonate (NaSS)
and 3-(methacryloylamino)propyl-trimethylammonium chloride
(MPTC; Fig. 1b). We confirmed that this system forms random
polymers (Supplementary Fig. S1).

To obtain hydrogels, we should synthesize the sample near the
charge balance at high concentration. The charge balance condition
is required because the Coulomb attraction prevails over the
repulsion for neutral polyampholytes and the polymers collapse to
a globule state19,20. The high-concentration condition is required to
prevent phase separation. In this specific system, the charge balance
point is at the molar fraction of the anionic monomer f = 0.52,
which can be simply determined from the maximum deswelling of
their chemically crosslinked hydrogels (Supplementary Fig. S2 and
Table S1). Thus, we fix at f = 0.52 and synthesize polyampholytes
with different monomer concentrations, Cm. Hereafter, we denote
the samples using the code Cm � f after the names of the
copolymers, where Cm (M) is the total molar concentration of ionic
monomers, and f is themolar fraction of anion.

When Cm is low, precipitation or phase separation occurs, in
agreement with the previous studies19,20. When Cm is high enough
(Cm = 0.8–2.2M), we obtain a uniform hydrogel phase, either
turbid or transparent (Fig. 2a). These gels swell (Qv = V /V0 > 1)
at Cm < 1.6M and shrink (Qv < 1) at Cm > 1.6M, but never
dissolve in water (Fig. 2b). Here V and V0 are the volumes
of the gels equilibrated in water and at the as-prepared state,
respectively. Qv values of the gels reach a constant at Cm > 1.6M.
In correspondence with this, the modulus of the gels, E , increases
with Cm and also reaches a constant at Cm > 1.6M. This indicates
that the electrostatic attraction between the polymer chains is
stabilized at high concentration to form a stable supramolecular
hydrogel even without chemical crosslinking. It is confirmed that
there is no covalent crosslinking in the gels as they dissolve
completely in 4M NaCl solutions at high temperature (>50 �C)
after 2 days. The strong concentration effect on the gelation is
attributed to the entanglement of polymers. A rough estimation
of the entanglement concentration from the molecular weight of
the sample P(NaSS-co-MPTC) 2.1–0.52 supports this argument
(formolecular weight details, see Supplementary Information). The
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Sun et al., Nat. Mater. 12 932 (2013)

Reversible Crosslink: Any crosslink that can reform by itself after damage



Lifetime vs. Strength of Crosslinks
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binding energy

weak intermediate strong

lifetime

mechanics

<< thermal energy ~ thermal energy >> thermal energy

very short “infinite”

weak as a permanent bond

relevant to timescale 
of deformations

interesting



Lifetime vs. Strength of Crosslinks
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intermediate-strength reversible crosslinks 	

are most interesting for the mechanics



Gels with added reversible linkers
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Z.S. Kean et al., Adv. Mater. 26 6013 (2014)



Stress and strain for various linkers
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Fast linkers	

no linear effect 

some toughening

Very slow linkers	

higher modulus 

more brittle

Slow linkers	

no linear effect 

large toughening



Stress and strain for various linkers
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Fast linkers	

no linear effect 

some toughening

Very slow linkers	

higher modulus 

more brittle

Slow linkers	

no linear effect 

large toughening

The “slow” (intermediate) linkers 
increase the strain-at-break and the toughness



Questions
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1. How does the toughening work?

2. Why is the linear modulus unaffected while 
toughening is induced at larger strains?

3. How can we maximize the toughening effect?



Ideas: Rebinding and cooperativity
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Relaxed

reversible crosslinker

permanent crosslinker

pull pull

Under tension



Ideas: Clusters of Linkers
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cluster of reversible linkers
cluster of reversible linkers around permanent linker



Multiscale approach
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Step 1	

understand dynamics 
of clusters of linkers

Step 2	

effective description of 

linker clusters for network  study

Coarse grained MD 
• include permanent and reversible linkers	

• vary composition	

• vary lifetime of reversible linkers	

• find strain-rate dependent stress-strain curves

Hybrid Langevin / MC model 
• add linker clusters	

• study strain-rate dependent mechanics

pull pull

cluster of reversible linkers
cluster of reversible linkers around permanent linker



Reversible linkers in model collagen
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Movie by Cyril Vrusch (Ph.D. student)



Design optimization
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Goals	

• Identify high-potential material designs 
• Other targets than strain-at-break or toughness?

Additional experiments	

to verify numerically obtained ideas?

Collaborations towards	

new applications?



Perspective within 3TU
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Eindhoven	

Macromolecular and Organic Chemistry 

Delft	

Advanced Soft Matter Group (Chem.E) 

Engineering Thermodynamics Group (3ME) 
Twente	


Materials science and Technology of Polymers

within the context of this project

???
other topics?



Activities within TPS
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t=1
t=5
t=10
t=15

t=20

t=25

t=30

t=100

buckling of growing filaments (with Remy Kusters, L. Mahadevan)

cross-hatched ordering of collagen fibers (with Cyril Vrusch, Carlijn Bouten)

Function and soft mechanics	

of biomaterials

Kees Storm



Activities within TPS
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Kees Storm 

Paul van der Schoot

viruses

percolationcomposites

colloids'

Kyrylyuk et al. Nature Nano 6 (2011), 364 

liquid&crystals&

Jamali et al. PRE 91 (2015), 042507 

biopolymers

Self-assemby of soft and biomaterials



Activities within TPS
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Alexey Lyulin

Focus on Nanocomposites 
CNT, graphene – polyimide  

carbon black – rubber 
silica – rubber 

modified cellulose - PLA 
silica - Nafion 

fullerene - P3HT 
CNT – vitrimer epoxy 

…. 

Multiscale simulation of polymer dynamics

Formation of P3HT/PCBM solar cells



Activities within TPS
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Wouter Ellenbroek

Responsive soft matter

�0.91 1.96 2.12 2.702.46 3.031.47 1.63

{ {
Simple building blocks for unusual self-assembling structures

disordered networks and composites on the verge of losing rigidity
x

y



pull pull

In short…
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Kees Storm Costantino Creton 
(ESPCI)

Cyril Vrusch 
!

Rint Sijbesma

How and why do 
intermediate-strength 

reversible crosslinks 
toughen gels?


